Material as Memory
Clay and the Body in Performance Interactions
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Clay relates to a metaphor for process - an event that occurs over time and reveals time through
its apparatus. Its malleable character changes relative to its surroundings and reacts sensitively
to air, heat and water. By heat (energy) it is made strong and continues, just as the human story
continues through time. Clay represents nature and the primal and transformative part of ourselves,
the part that is fragile yet strong, the part that is ancient. Clay can act as a force and can submit
to force. It operates as a catalyst to merge divergent actions together. It also represents the
mysteriousness of nature. For example, scientists still cannot completely explain the phenomenon
of clay's plasticity, how it works or why it occurs. It is one of the humblest of materials yet it still
holds intrigue.
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Left: Photo documents of studio experiments using Richard Serra's Actions to Relate to Oneself, 1967-1968
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Recurring Dream, 2011
Performance with clay "pillow
and blanket" at Watershed
Center for the Ceramic Arts,
Maine

Darwinian Dream, 2011
Performance with clay "pillow"
at Watershed Center for the
Ceramic Arts, Maine

I am interested in the tactile experience that initially begins with digging up the
earth and ends with an object that traditionally comes in contact with the body. I
create ceramic objects such as pillows, books and other everyday items with which
we share an intimate physical relationship and use these objects as metaphors for
the materiality of the body and the human spirit that dwells within it.
My sensibilities toward clay relate to Gutai philosophy. Wet clay (impermanent,
evanescent, fragile, seemingly purposeless) contrasts with fired clay (structured,
resolved, useful). To many ceramists, the form is not yet "alive" until it has been
fired to maturity. Conversely for me, raw clay feels active and open to potential.
Compose/Composure, 2012

I imply movement, process and narrative and the shared experience of the body
through performance. I use clay for its temporality and ability to convey time and
memory, showing evidence of continuity, action, causation and event. These
performance interactions unfold in varying ways, such as dreamlike scenes of
sleeping beneath a clay blanket to building clay armatures that enclose my torso
and limbs. The central message being the visceral experience of this raw material
as it presses, covers, binds, cracks and disintegrates.
My work serves as a reminder of our relationship with the earth, the kinship we
have with it and acknowledges our inherent nature as vulnerable yet enduring.

A Bit of Earth (After The Secret Garden), 2012
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Progress, 2011
Performance using clay
and texts. Participant
performers read
aloud while a clay
armature was built and
subsequently collapsed.

Bridge, 2011
Collaborative performance
with Summer Zickefoose. This
four hour event began with
forming clay onto our hands,
making it only possible to build
with one hand. Throughout the
performance, we had to work in
tandem in order to manipulate the
clay. In this way, clay became a
means for two people to interact.
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